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ISSUE
On March 23, 2017, in reference to item 28, the Metro Board passed a motion that
included direction for the Joint Development (JD) team to release a Request for
Information and Qualifications to attract private development opportunities at Los
Angeles Union Station (LAUS). The Link Union Station project is currently in a design ,
engineering and environmental clearance process, making the development
opportunities and important connectivity opportunities at LAUS less clear than a typical
joint development site. To identify the best path forward for a procurement, we are
holding an Industry Forum and individual meetings to solicit feedback from qualified
developers on the best approach to soliciting a master commercial developer for LAUS.
th
The Industry Forum will be held on Friday, October 13 from 9:00am to 11 :30am in the
Ticketing Hall within LAUS.

DISCUSSION
To ensure a successful procurement approach for a Master Commercial Developer at
LAUS, JD staff researched best practices for similar procurements and sought counsel
from the law firm of Nossaman. Nossaman is outside counsel to LAWA on 2 current
DBFOM procurements and also helped structure Metro's MicroTransit procurement
process.
The Industry Forum will start with presentations on (1) Metro's improvements to LAUS
to date, (2) an in-depth review of the Link US project; and (3) a summary of the
commercial development opportunity. After individual presentations, there will be an
open Q&A session with the presenters as well as Vendor/Contract Management.
Following the formal program , the Diversity and Economic Opportunity Department will
hold a "Meet the Developers" networking event. In the afternoon, JD staff along with
Ve ndor/Contract Management wi ll hold individual meetings with developers. These

meetings will occur in the afternoon of October 13th as well as on October 16th • Further
meetings may continue via conference calls as appropriate.
Prior to the Forum, we will provide invited participants with a list of questions for which
we are seeking written responses. Participants in the Forum will have two weeks to
provide written responses.
Staff is coordinating closely with Vendor/Contract Management, Communications and
County Counsel to develop and implement the Industry Forum and individual developer
meetings. All Directors and their staff are welcome to attend.
NEXT STEPS

After the Industry Forum, the JD team will summarize the responses to the questions
and prepare a summary of key points. The feedback will be used to determine if a
solicitation will move forward, and if so in what form. We will provide the Board an
update via Board Box once the responses are prepared and an approach is determined.
This report back to the Board is anticipated by mid-November. If a solicitation for a
Master Commercial Developer is to follow, staff anticipates release by late November.
If you have further questions or wish for additional clarification, or if you or your staff
plan to attend, please contact Jenna Hornstock, Executive Officer, Transit Oriented
Communities at (213) 922-7437 or hornstockj@metro.net.
ATTACHMENTS

A. LAUS Development Opportunity
B. LAUS Master Commercial Developer Industry Forum Questions

Los Angeles Union Station Master Commercial Developer - Industry Forum
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Summary of the Opportunity and Industry Forum Questions
1) SUMMARY OF THE OPPORTUNITY
The Vision
The Los Angeles County Metropolitan Transportation Authority (Metro) is seeking qualified developers
to plan, design, finance, construct, operate and maintain high-intensity, mixed-use, transit-oriented
development projects on the Metro-owned properties of Los Angeles Union Station (LAUS) in downtown
Los Angeles. Metro owns approximately 50 contiguous acres encompassing the historic station, the rail
yard, associated transportation facilities, Metro’s headquarters, a bus plaza, surface and structured
parking and a nearby site currently leased to a restaurant. Daily transit boarding at Union Station totals
116,000 today and is anticipated to grow to 220,000 by 2040. Metro envisions engaging a Master
Commercial Developer (the “Master Developer”) to collaborate with Metro on site planning in a first
phase of work, followed by long term arrangements with the Master Developer to design, develop,
finance, lease, operate and maintain commercial and retail development at Metro’s LAUS property.
Metro’s vision for the future development of LAUS was developed through a master planning process
that included significant stakeholder input, and is centered on three principles:
1. Transit optimization
2. Destination
3. Connectivity
Building on these principles, the Board-adopted goals for the future vision of the station are to:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Accommodate a variety of transit modes now and into the future
Create an iconic place of extraordinary design as the transit hub for Los Angeles County
Enhance and protect the historic station through appropriate repurposing
Establish development opportunities that support Union Station’s transit role
Ensure flexibility to adapt to changes in transit requirements and the needs of multi-phase
commercial development
Improve access and connectivity for pedestrians and bicyclists
Incorporate sustainable best practices
1

This summary of the opportunity is not meant to provide full details of the development opportunity or
any potential procurement process, but rather to provide enough background for interested developers
to consider the questions being posed for this Industry Forum. The LAUS Master Commercial Developer
Industry Forum will provide additional background details on Metro’s investment in the station since
taking ownership of the property in 2011, provide information on the Link US project (introduced
below), and review the various commercial development opportunities in more detail. Details on the
existing zoning, infrastructure needs, historic preservation considerations, and other factors that would
drive and inform responses to a solicitation for development at the station will be included in a potential
future solicitation document.
Link US
Metro’s Regional Rail team is in the process of designing and undertaking environmental review of the
Link Union Station (Link US) project. The Link US project, formerly known as the Southern California
Regional Interconnector Project (SCRIP), is a Metro project designed to meet the long-term regional rail
needs and accommodate a high speed rail system at LAUS by allowing the station to function more
efficiently and providing a better overall passenger experience.
Link US is made up of several key components, including:
•
•
•
•

New run-through tracks over the US-101 freeway to provide one-seat rides to major
destinations in Southern California
Reconfiguration of the “throat” (station entry tracks) and raising the “rail yard” up an additional
15 feet (station arrival and boarding area)
A new expanded multi-modal passenger concourse with retail, food services, passenger waiting
areas, outdoor plaza spaces, vertical circulation elements and other passenger amenities.
Accommodation of future transportation options, including the West Santa Ana Branch Light
Rail Transit Corridor project and California High-Speed Rail (High Speed Rail)

Two basic design concepts are under consideration for the multi-modal concourse: at grade and below
grade, each of which has advantages and disadvantages, each of which significantly alters the overall
experience of the station.
The Link US project schedule anticipates completion of the NEPA (National Environmental Policy Act)
and CEQA (California Environmental Quality Act) environmental review process and adoption of a
preferred alternative by Spring of 2018 with anticipated date for CEQA Notice of Determination by
Winter 2018 and a NEPA Record of Decision by Spring 2019. Up and until the adoption of a preferred
alternative, design for all components of the Link US project will not exceed 10%. The Link US project is
currently funded to advance design and engineering for the following components:
•
•
•

Regional Rail Tracks – design and engineering up to 65%, to begin after adoption of a preferred
alternative and be completed within 12 months
Run-through tracks (includes tracks from LAUS to Commercial Street) – design and engineering
up to 100%, to begin after adoption of a preferred alternative and completed within 24 months.
Concourse – design and engineering up to 35% to begin after adoption of a preferred
alternative and be completed within 12 months.
2

•

Utilities – Metro has started on engineering design for utilities, which will be at 35% by summer
2017 and up to 65% within 18 months

Participants will receive a more in-depth briefing on Link US at the Industry Forum.
The Opportunity
Overview
In keeping with Metro’s goals for LAUS, Metro is interested in procuring a Master Developer for LAUS by
late Summer 2018. Metro’s current concept is to engage with the selected Master Developer in two
distinct phases.
•

In the first phase, the Master Developer would work closely with Metro’s Link US design team to
ensure that design for the LAUS property, including both transit infrastructure and commercial
development, is holistic and interconnected. Metro anticipates that the Master Developer and
Link US design team will develop a thorough site plan, addressing integration and connectivity of
transit and commercial development, financial feasibility, and land use entitlements. A
potential second component of the site planning phase is to explore areas where the Master
Developer might take on responsibility to deliver the Link US passenger concourse or other
related place-making elements such as the open space and plazas, in a public private
partnership (P3) relationship.

•

In the second phase, Metro and the Master Developer would enter into exclusive negotiations
for long term commercial and retail development (and any Link US components identified and
agreed upon for P3 delivery) by the Master Developer, should the site planning process and
other factors determine that a project is legally, environmentally, technically and financially
feasible. If the negotiations are successful, then the parties would enter into a master
development agreement and related agreements setting forth the rights and obligations of the
parties for design, construction, financing, leasing, operation and maintenance of the identified
commercial and retail development project (and any Link US components identified and agreed
upon for P3 delivery).

The Site
Metro has prepared a map/site plan and legend defining the various properties within the LAUS campus,
showing both Metro and non-Metro owned sites, existing development pads and other “exploratory”
sites. Additional maps show the Alameda District Specific Plan Boundaries and public, private and nonprofit land ownership around the LAUS property. In addition to the maps, Metro’s offers the following
highlights on the development opportunity:
•
•

LAUS is the largest multi-modal transit station in Southern California, is connected to downtown
Los Angeles (jobs and a growing residential community), and houses the historic Union Station, a
destination in itself;
Metro holds over 6 million square feet of flexible development entitlements at its LAUS property
through the Alameda District Specific Plan (ADP) and corresponding Development Agreement
with the City of Los Angeles;
3

•

•

•
•
•
•
•

The east side of the station, which houses the most development opportunity, offers a rare
opportunity for contiguous development of high density development. It is adjacent to the
Men’s Central Jail, Piper Tech and the 101 Freeway. Connectivity to LAUS remains to be
determined as part of the site planning collaboration;
Development pads on the west side of the station are limited; high level conceptual drawings
show potential sites, but they face several constraints, including the following:
o On the south side to the east of the privately owned Metropolitan Water District
Headquarters (MWD), the only access to new development would be on roadways
owned by MWD for which Metro holds an easement;
o On the north side, where the Amtrak buses are currently located, proposed
development may be too close to the historic station to meet the standards in the
current ADP. Even with a proposed update to the ADP, development that close to the
historic station may not be appropriate and could face a challenge from the
preservation community.
LAUS is proximate to the LA River, including the portions slated for initial investment and
revitalization;
LAUS is adjacent to several publicly and privately owned properties that are prime for
redevelopment and could contribute to a greater place-making vision (see map of property
ownership at and around the station)
Between Metro and High Speed Rail, the planned investments will create new development
opportunities as well as drive additional pedestrian traffic to the station;
A prospective developer has the opportunity to be part of a master planning process in
conjunction with the advanced design and engineering of the transit infrastructure;
Metro and the City of Los Angeles Department of City Planning are partnering to update the ADP
starting early 2018, which governs commercial development on the LAUS site and will likely
consider expanded boundaries for development around the station. The selected Master
Developer would be asked to participate in this process.

Regardless of the final status of the Link US and High Speed Rail projects, there is significant opportunity
to realize commercial development at LAUS and catalyze an expanded center for the Downtown/Civic
Center area. With the investments in transit, active transportation and open space occurring in this
area, as well as the City of Los Angeles’ new land use plans underway, LAUS sits at the heart of a new
central district with significant capacity to recognize a new vision for a dense, urban, transit oriented
community.
The Financial Challenge
As with any great opportunity with the potential to have catalytic impact, there are challenges to
recognizing Metro’s goals and redeveloping the station. Perhaps the largest challenge to meeting
Metro’s desire to have a coordinated site planning effort is the fact that, at this time, the Link US project
is not fully funded. Capital cost estimates for the project, at the current early design and engineering
stage, range from $1.7 billion to $2.3 billion, moving up to over $3 billion with High Speed Rail included.
Metro, the California High Speed Rail Authority (“CHSRA”), Metrolink and Amtrak have all stated their
strong commitment to implementation of the Link US project and significant funding is likely to come
from the CHSRA and Metro combined. However, , there would be inherent risk for a Master Developer
to spend time and financial resources engaging in site planning to the extent it is dependent on an
unfunded transportation project.
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Summary
As noted above, Metro seeks to have a Master Developer at the table as we plan for $3 billion or more
in transit infrastructure investments at LAUS, to ensure a holistic, integrated site plan for the LAUS
property that maximizes the experience of transit patrons, celebrates and reinvigorates the historic
station, and creates a new world class destination in and of itself. Metro also understands the
challenges of planning and developing new commercial properties on a property that is in use 24 hours
per day and is anticipating major transit infrastructure investments with many unknown factors.
Apart from generating enthusiasm for the opportunity presented by LAUS, key goals of the Industry
Forum are to: (1) determine the best approach to a solicitation process that will generate healthy
interest from qualified developers; (2) help Metro understand the form of relationship best suited to
realizing our commercial development goals for LAUS; (3) calibrate the amount of information required
to generate healthy response , without overplanning or overthinking the procurement document; and
(4) allow the process to result in a partnership that best allocates and mitigates the inherent risks of the
project, for all parties.
Through the Industry Forum questions, Metro is seeking input from qualified developers with
experience in multi-faceted, complicated master planning projects, preferably linked to transit or other
public infrastructure, to help us shape a realistic, competitive and successful solicitation process.
Based on the feedback from the Industry Forum and written questions, if Metro determines that moving
forward with a solicitation is the best path forward, a preliminary schedule could be as follows
(assuming a two-phase solicitation):
LAUS Master Commercial Developer Procurement
Potential Schedule
Industry Forum Responses Due

Oct 27, 2017
Mid-November

Short Listed Developers finalized and notified

Mid-February

RFP (Phase 2) Released

Mid-February
Mid-April

Recommend selected team to Metro Board

2018

RFPs due

Year
2017

RFIQ (Phase 1) Released

Start

26-Jul

2) INDUSTRY REVIEW QUESTIONS
Metro is seeking written responses to the following questions. It is not necessary to respond to all
questions. Please send your responses to Dana Tinio at tiniod@metro.net. Please send your responses
by October 27, 2017. To provide Metro with well-informed responses, Metro suggests that you first
attend the Industry Forum event on October 13th and review information on the LAUS property and key
projects on Metro’s website.
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Respondent Information
•

Please briefly provide the following descriptive information for the respondent and its team
members (if any). The purpose of this question is to aid Metro in understanding the identity and
business of the respondent. Please limit to 2 (two) pages. The information provided will not be
evaluated.
o
o
o
o

•

Name of respondent and its team members (if any)
Key principals for respondent and its team members (if any)
Organizational structure of respondent and its team members (if any)
Previous experience in complex commercial real estate development, including transitoriented development, of respondent and its team members (if any)

What potential interest do you represent in relation to the LAUS commercial development project
(i.e. lead Master Developer, architect/engineer, contractor, design-build contractor, equity
investor, financial consultant, underwriter, investment banker, or other)?

Environmental and Financial Considerations
The opportunity for the Master Developer varies depending on the final status of the Link US project.
Metro’s preferred outcome is that a Master Developer participate in site planning as the first phase of
work with the assumption that Link US and a negotiated master development agreement will move
forward promptly after the site planning and environmental review processes are completed. However,
even if Link US does not move forward, or moves forward on a different (slower) timeline, there remains
significant commercial development opportunity at LAUS.
1

How does the status of environmental approvals and financial feasibility for Link US affect your
ability and willingness to bid on a Master Developer procurement?

2

Given the current state of site planning, the two-phased approach to development, and the
potential for a slower timeline to reach the second phase, please discuss what kind or extent of
financial commitment from the Master Developer in support of each phase might be reasonable
to request in the original solicitation of the Master Developer? Is it reasonable to request a
basic financial structure for the potential commercial development project as part of the original
solicitation of the Master Developer?

3

Would you be interested in responding to an RFP that calls for a cost-sharing proposal for the
first phase predevelopment and site planning work? What level of cost sharing in first phase
predevelopment and site planning work is reasonable?

4

If there were cost sharing for first phase predevelopment and site planning work, please explain
what terms and conditions you would find acceptable for dealing with the Master Developer’s
shared costs if the parties ultimately do not successfully negotiate a second phase master
development agreement.

6

Link US / Transit Infrastructure
5

What level of design development would be optimal for the Link US and commercial
development project during the first phase of work? Is the schedule and level of design that
Metro is pursuing for the Link US project appropriate in order to determine project feasibility
and proceed with negotiation of a second phase master development agreement? Too much?
Not enough? Please explain.

6

Would you be interested in taking on responsibility for financing, designing and building the
concourse portion of the Link US project (in addition to commercial development) from 35%
through to full design and then construction? The amount of Metro contribution to the design
and construction costs vs. what the Master Developer team would cover is not known at this
point. What is your response to/interest in exploring such a relationship? Does the addition of
a transit infrastructure component make the Master Developer role more appealing? Less
attractive? What should we bear in mind?

7

What are your thoughts as to the two concourse alternatives under consideration in the Link US
project (at-grade vs above-grade?) What impact does each option have on the viability of
successful commercial development? Does either option impact your interest in responding to
a solicitation and pursuing development at LAUS?

8

Is the development opportunity at LAUS of interest even if Link US does not move forward and
the transit infrastructure at the station largely stays configured as is?

Procurement
9

Metro has not yet decided whether to procure a Master Developer through a one-step or twostep procurement process. A one-step process would consist of a request for proposals under
which Metro would evaluate the basic qualifications, technical proposals and price proposals of
all firms who meet Metro’s pre-qualification standards and elect to propose. A two-step process
would start with a request for qualifications, evaluation of qualifications and short listing,
followed by a request for proposals from the short-listed teams. Which procurement process do
you think is preferable for the Master Developer procurement? Please explain.

10 Assuming a one-step procurement process, what do you think is a reasonable time period for you
to prepare a proposal in response to an RFP? Assuming a two-step procurement process, what
do you think is a reasonable time period for you to (a) prepare a statement of qualifications, and
(b) if shortlisted, prepare a technical and price proposal? Please describe any major assumptions
that you are making in stating each timeframe.
General Questions
11 Metro is interested in your ideas and views on how to optimize commercial development at
LAUS in order to achieve the adopted goals for the future vision of the station. Should Metro
consider other innovative delivery methods for this commercial development opportunity?
Should Metro consider modifications to its approach that would make the opportunity more
attractive, result in greater value for Metro, or enhance the viability of Link US?
7

12 The timing for a Master Developer to start construction on the LAUS property is unknown.
Some development pads could be available in the near term as soon as entitlements are in
place. Other development opportunities, however, such as the retail for the multi-modal
concourse and development pads created by it, depend on whether and when Link US moves
forward, and that decision could be delayed.
o Would you be interested in a master development agreement to build out the near term
development pad opportunities even if a decision is ultimately made not to proceed
with Link US? Please explain.
o

What is a reasonable time horizon between completion of first phase predevelopment
and site planning work and negotiation of a master development agreement and start of
commercial development construction? How can Metro acknowledge and mitigate this
risk to ensure a successful solicitation?

o

Metro’s Joint Development ground leases have ranged from 55 to 68 years and we have
relative flexibility in negotiating terms as long as Metro’s interests are protected.
Assuming a master development agreement would be successfully negotiated following
the first phase work, what do you consider to be the optimal length of the term for (a)
building and operating the multi-modal concourse and (b) development site ground
leases? Please explain.

o

For how long would you be willing to wait for a decision on Link US before wanting to
either (a) proceed with commercial development in the absence of Link US or (b)
withdraw and receive partial or full reimbursement for the Master Developer’s share of
the first phase costs?

13 Some portions of LAUS are maintained by Metro’s facility staff (transit infrastructure, gateway
headquarters and the East Portal and Garage). Metro has not yet determined how to allocate
responsibilities / rights to maintain property between the Master Developer and Metro’s
facilities staff. What is the appropriate scope of operations and maintenance responsibility to
delegate to the Master Developer? Are there certain portions of the transit facilities, or certain
operations or maintenance activities, that are more appropriate to be retained by Metro?
Please explain.
14 Metro has not yet determined an approach to coordinating events, event planning and revenue
capture from events at LAUS. Metro currently plans art and cultural events at the station, and
also contracts with an outside contractor to plan events. In addition, Metro rents portions of
the station for filming and special events. What would be your interest in the ability to manage
events at LAUS? Control filming? Lease space for events? Are you open to sharing rights to
these revenue-generating and/or traffic-generating activities?
For more information, questions or clarifications please contact Jenna Hornstock at
hornstockj@metro.net or (213) 922-7437.
8
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LAUS Master Commercial Development Opportunity
Site Descriptions
OVERVIEW
These site descriptions accompany the map entitled “Potential Metro Development Sites”. The Los
Angeles Union Station site holds both Metro and non-Metro owned property. This overview describes
the development sites in four categories:
• Available Development Sites (A,B,C,D) – these sites are owned by Metro and largely ready for
development; meaning no requirement to relocate major uses/transit infrastructure and other
than the typical requirements for new development (environmental assessment, soil studies,
site prep, etc), these sites are ready to go. Note that this can include rehabilitation/repurposing
of existing buildings (namely the “Amtrak Baggage Building”)
• Link US Development Potential (E,F,G, G1)– this includes both new commercial buildings and
retail leasing opportunities. These development opportunities come to fruition only if and when
the Link US project is built and further depend on which concourse option is selected.
• Historic Station (noted on the map) – the historic station is built out, protected and Metro is
actively leasing the space. However rights to lease the space, hold events or other revenue
generating activities could be negotiated with a Master Developer
• Exploratory Sites (H,I,J,K) – these include land owned by Metro and potentially suitable for
development but which face feasibility challenges and would require further exploration, either
with Metro, adjacent property owners, transit providers on the site, and/or with respect to
historic preservation requirements.
THE SITES
Available Development Sites
Development Site A (49,600 SF)
Site A is located directly north of the Silver Line bus station and the 101 freeway and west of the Vignes
Street freeway ramp. The site is currently vacant but a portion contains the Metro Red/Purple Line
subway station box just below ground and venting for it on the surface. Vehicular access to this site is
limited as the site borders the portion of Vignes Street that is the freeway ramp. The developer will need
to reconfigure vehicular access or negotiate with Caltrans for access to the site. This site is within the
Alameda District Specific Plan.
1

Development Site B (“Denny’s Site”) (54,000 SF)
Site B, is a triangular site located between Ramirez Street, the Vignes Street on/off ramp and the Silver
Line bus station/101 freeway. The site currently contains an operating Denny’s restaurant that is on a
month to month lease. The developer would have to pursue a modification or removal of restrictions to
the Department of Toxic Substances Control in order develop this site with the amount of
density/intensity and uses that Metro envisions. This site is not within the Alameda District Specific Plan.
Development Site C (30,500 SF)
Site C, the triangular site at the southeast corner of Cesar Chavez Avenue and Vignes Street known as
the “grassy knoll,” includes access to the Metro garage via a helical ramp and will be the future location
for a transit pavilion, real time and static transit information, bicycle amenities, and enhanced
landscaping. This site could be combined to incorporate the City-owned Lyon Street as the helical ramp
will most likely need to be removed to provide access to the Metro garage, and the street would be
needed to provide a replacement access ramp. This approach would require close coordination with the
City of Los Angeles. Enhanced bus amenities similar to the those currently planned should be
incorporated into any development on these sites. This site is not within the Alameda District Specific
Plan.
Development Site D (Amtrak Baggage Building) (35,000 SF site, 50,000 SF existing building)
Site D contains the two-story (33’ high) existing Amtrak Baggage Building, which is built above the
existing historic Union Station concourse. This building could be repurposed and renovated or entirely
rebuilt but the existing historic concourse below should remain intact. The scale of any new building
built would be similar to that of the existing building in scale and siting so as to be sensitive to the
historic Union Station building and courtyards. Note that the opportunity for this site depends on the
preferred alternative for the Link US multi-modal concourse:
• For the At-Grade Link US concourse option the existing building (or new structure) could be used
for retail, restaurant, or hotel uses.
• For the Above-Grade Link US concourse option a portion of the Amtrak Baggage Building would
be used for baggage handling as well as some retail and restaurant uses.
Link US Development Sites
The Link US Project environmental process proposes 150,000 square feet of commercial and retail.
These uses can be realized through either buildings, the multi-modal or in the open space and plazas.
The 150,000 square feet includes Development Sites D, E, F, G and G1)
Development Site E (7,100 SF)
This site will be environmentally cleared if/when Link US completes its environmental process. This site
is only affiliated with the “at grade” concourse option; if the above-grade option is the preferred option,
this site will not be part of the plan. Based on the current transit infrastructure planning this site could
likely accommodate a three-story building of up to 20,000 square feet.
Development Site F (16,100 SF)
This site will be environmentally cleared if/when Link US completes its environmental process. This site
is affiliated with both the “at grade” and “above grade” concourse options. Based on the current transit
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infrastructure planning this site could likely accommodate a three-story building of up to 48,000 square
feet.
Development Site G: Concourse Retail (up to 42,000 SF)
The Master Developer would have the right to negotiate build-out, leasing and operating the retail
program in the multi-modal concourse. The total space available for retail depends on which concourse
option is approved as the preferred alternative.
•
•

At Grade Concourse: 42,000 SF retail
Above Grade Concourse: 10,000 SF for the above grade concourse

Development Site G1: West Plaza/Open Space (up to 49,000 SF)
To complement the new multi-modal concourse, the Link US project proposes a West Plaza and open
space that will connect the historic station, the concourse and tracks. The size of the open space and
retail depends on which concourse option is approved as the preferred alternative:
•
•

At Grade Concourse: 49,000 SF open space and 15,000 SF for retail
Above Grade Concourse: 20,000 SF open space and 25,000 SF retail

Historic Station
• Ticket Concourse – There is an approximately 3,000 square foot area behind the restored ticket
counter, envisioned for an exhibition restaurant. In the open area in front of the ticket counter
Metro envisions an inviting walking venue populated by removable kiosks to allow for special
events and filming.
• Fred Harvey Restaurant– grand opening of brew pub slated for May 3, 2018 at the 79th
anniversary of the station.
• Waiting Room – two existing restaurants (Traxx and Café Crepe), space for special exhibitions
and retail module units.
• Concourse Area – currently a series of fast food and convenience outlets, potential in long term
for reconfiguration of this area for a possible “European style” food hall such as The Plaza Food
Hall in New York or the Ferry Building Market Place in San Francisco.
• South Patio – This area is very popular for a variety of events, promotions, weddings, etc.
• North Patio – Another open area used for a variety of events, promotions, weddings, etc.
• Bike Hub- The Bike Hub is a “park and ride” for cyclists. It houses a 900 square foot retail bike
shop with repair services, retail sales of bikes and related goods. The “patio area” in front of the
Bike Hub facilitates a social area for cyclists and riding tours of LA.
Exploratory Sites
Development Site H (35,500 SF)
Site H includes the Metro Garage (primarily below grade), an automobile pick-up/drop-off area on P1, a
garage elevator lobby and garage venting. Development on this site would require either permanent or
temporary relocation of the pick-up/drop-off area to another site. A planning study indicated that the P1
pick-up/drop-off area can accommodate up to 450 vehicles per hour which will not full accommodate
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2040 projections for Metro and other transit including High-Speed Rail. Future development beyond 2-3
stories above the existing garage would require strengthening or reconstructing the garage’s structural
system. Coordination with Metro and Site C will be required regarding vehicular and pedestrian access
to accommodate future development, parking for pick-up/drop-off access, plus access to the new
expanded concourse.
Development Site I (24,000 SF)
If vehicular and pedestrian access can be accommodated and combined with some overbuild of a
portion of Patsaouras Plaza, development of this triangular site may be possible. This site may need to
be combined with Site A and B to facilitate a new vehicular access point from Ramirez Street and to
accommodate a central plant for the east side of Union Station. Connections to the new Silver Line bus
station should remain or be reconfigured at this site.
Development Site J (40,500 SF)
Site J is directly adjacent to the Metropolitan Water District (MWD) building and MWD’s access
roadway. It currently contains surface parking and access roadways along the tracks. Obtaining
vehicular access to this site from MWD’s access roadway is critical to the feasibility of new commercial
development, therefore significant coordination with MWD is required to determine any development
potential. In addition, vehicular access may need to include emergency/maintenance access to Metro
facilities and Link US projects including a connection through the site to Cesar Chavez Avenue and/or
access from the El Monte busway. This site may also need to accommodate a central plant for the west
side of Union Station.
Development Site K (41,000 SF)
This site contains Amtrak bus parking, the Red/Purple Line box below grade, access to the historic
station’s underground garage and emergency/maintenance access to the Union Station railyard. Key
challenges to this site include:
• New development on this site must be sensitive in height, massing and access to sunlight to the
historic station and its’ courtyard that is adjacent to the site on the south.
• The area provides a bus bay to 5 Amtrak buses, which would need to be relocated.
EXISTING SITE FACILITIES
A solicitation for a Master Developer will include detailed development guidelines and requirements.
The highlights below provide additional high level information on the existing on-site facilities to
facilitate response to the Industry Forum Questions.
1. Metro Headquarters shall remain on the site with pedestrian and vehicular access to remain
the same or be improved.
2. Metro Red/Purple Line box crosses the site diagonally and is below grade extremely close to
the surface. Metro Red/Purple Line must remain operational.
3. Metro’s approximately 2,300 space, multi-level garage covers almost the entire western
portion of the LAUS site except a vacant parcel north of the 101 Freeway west of Vignes
Street (Site A). A portion of the garage is under Vignes Street and the “the grassy knoll,”
(Site C). A planning level study is being prepared that investigates the feasibility of
reconstructing, reconfiguring and/or strengthening the garage if overbuilt.
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4. East Portal could be reconfigured and/or replaced or remain in its current location
depending on the Concourse option and Link US plans which are currently in preparation.
5. Patsaouras Plaza contains nine buses bays and would remain on the site in its current
location and the Plaza could be expanded to accommodate additional buses. Feasibility of
development overbuild could be considered. The developer can also propose another
alternative as long as the same operational needs are met and the passenger experience is
better/more efficient. More details on bus plaza needs would be included in a solicitation
package.
6. Site B, the “Denny’s site,” located adjacent to the onramp to the 101 Freeway could be
developed independently, but strong connectivity to the LAUS should be incorporated into
the plan.
7. The Baggage Handling building could be reconfigured or removed with sensitivity to the
historic integrity of the site.
8. On Level P1, the garage or drop-off and pick-up site for transit users and Metro Daycare was
recently constructed with access off Vignes Street. This drop-off and pick-up capacity is
required to meet the needs of transit patrons, but could be relocated elsewhere on the site
or on an adjacent property as long as transit patron convenience and safety was improved.
9. The drop-off and pick up area in front of the historic building is anticipated to be at capacity
for transit needs and use in the historic station. Drop-off and pick up for development
should be elsewhere on the site.
For more information, questions or clarifications please contact Elizabeth Carvajal at
carvajale@metro.net or (213) 922-3084.
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